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Abstract. By using two known transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric
series, we establish a direct extension of Bailey’s 6ψ6-series identity. Subsequently,
it and Milne’s identity are employed to drive multi-variable generalizations of Ra-
manujan’s reciprocity formula. Then we utilize also Milne’s identity to deduce a
multi-variable generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral.
1. Introduction
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(1− xqk) with |q| < 1.
For simplifying the expressions, we shall use the following compact notations:
(a, b, · · · , c; q)n = (a; q)n(b; q)n · · · (c; q)n,
(a, b, · · · , c; q)∞ = (a; q)∞(b; q)∞ · · · (c; q)∞,[
a, b, · · · , c





(a; q)n(b; q)n · · · (c; q)n
(α; q)n(β; q)n · · · (γ; q)n
,
[
a, b, · · · , c





(a; q)∞(b; q)∞ · · · (c; q)∞
(α; q)∞(β; q)∞ · · · (γ; q)∞
.
Following Gasper and Rahman [12], define the unilateral basic hypergeometric series and bilateral basic
hypergeometric series, respectively, by
1+rφs
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Then Watson’s transformation formula (cf. [12, Equation (2.5.1)]) and Bailey’s 6ψ6-series identity (cf.
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q−n, d, e, qa/bc
qa/b, qa/c, deq−n/a





a,−q√a, b, c, d, e√






q, qa, q/a, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/ce, qa/de




provided |qa2/bcde| < 1.














) (q, qa/b, qb/a; q)∞
(−qa,−qb; q)∞ , (3)
where the symbol “idem(x, y)” after an expression means that the preceding expression
is repeated with x and y interchanged.
The first published proof of (3) is given by Andrews [2]. Other proofs can be found in


























provided max{|d/a|, |d/b|} < 1. Different proofs of this identity can be seen in [15, 17].







(1 + cdq2k/b)(c, d, cd/ab; q)k


















The five-variable generalization of (3) due to Ma [19, Theorem 1.3] (see also [10, Theorem



























provided |cde/qab| < 1. The equivalent form of (5) due to Chu and Zhang [10, Theorem
10] reads as
















































Define the h-function by
h(x;λ) = (λeiθ, λe−iθ; q)∞ =
∞∏
k=0
(1 − 2qkλx+ q2kλ2) with x = cos θ.
For simplifying the expressions, we shall use the following compact notation:
h(x;α, β, · · · , γ) = h(x;α)h(x;β) · · · h(x; γ).
Then the q-beta integral due to Askey and Wilson [5, Theorem 2.1] (see also [3, Chapter




h(cos θ; a, b, c, d)
dθ =
2pi(abcd; q)∞
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q)∞
(6)
provided |abcd/q| < 1. All kinds of proofs of this integral can be seen in [4, 9, 11, 13, 14,
18, 22]. We refer to [21, 23, 24, 25, 28] for its extensions.
The structure of the paper is arranged as follows. We shall use a direct extension of
Bailey’s 6ψ6-series identity and Milne’s identity to give multi-variable generalizations of
Ramanujan’s reciprocity formula in Section 2. Then Milne’s identity is employed to offter
a multi-variable generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral in Section 3.
2. Multi-variable generalizations of Ramanujan’s reciprocity formula
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+ idem(f ; g).
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λ,−
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f/
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g/
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Substituting the last two relations into the transformation formula from a 8ψ8-series to





a,−q√a, b, c, d, e, f, g√






q, qa, q/a, qa/bf, qa/cf, qa/df, qa/ef, qf/b, qf/c, qf/d, qf/e, g, g/a







a,−qf/√a, bf/a, cf/a, df/a, ef/a, gf/a
f/
√




+ idem(f ; g)
provided |q2a3/bcdefg| < 1, we obtain Lemma 1 to complete the proof. 
When g = aq/e, Lemma 1 reduces to (2) under the replacement f → e exactly.
Theorem 2. For max{|cdefg/qa2b2|, |c|} < 1, there holds the seven-variable generaliza-
tion of Ramanujan’s reciprocity formula:
ρ(a, b; c, d, e, f, g)− ρ(b, a; c, d, e, f, g) = R(a, b, c, d, e; f, g) +R(a, b, c, d, e; g, f),
where
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[ −qa/g,−qb/g, qd/f, qe/f, cf/ab, df/ab, ef/ab, deg/ab, cdeg/a2b2









deg/abf, de/ab, dg/ab, eg/ab, q/f, qab/cf√
deg/abf,−
√
deg/abf, qg/f, qe/f, qd/f, deg/ab, cdeg/a2b2
∣∣∣ q; c] .
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2(1− q2/a)(1− a/b)(1− a/c)(1− a/d)(1− a/e)(1− a/f)(1− a/g)







qb/a, qc/a, qd/a, qe/a, qf/a, qg/a








Combining the last relation with Lemma 1 and then replacing respectively the parameters
a, b, c, d, e, f, g by qa/b,−q/b,−qa/c,−qa/d,−qa/e,−qa/f,−qa/g, we derive, after some
routine simplification, Theorem 2 to finish the proof. 
Corollary 3. For |cde/abqn+1| < 1, there holds the seven-variable generalization of
Ramanujan’s reciprocity formula:

















q−n, q/e, qab/ce, qab/de
q1−nab/ef, qf/e, q2ab/cde
∣∣∣ q; q] ,
where


















Proof. Performing the replacements e→ f, f → e, g → ab/fqn in Theorem 2, we attain




























d/eqn, d/fqn, q/e, df/ab, qab/ce, q−n√
d/eqn,−
√
d/eqn, qf/e, d/qn, q1−nab/ef, cd/abqn, qd/e
∣∣∣ q; c] . (7)







d/eqn, d/fqn, q/e, df/ab, qab/ce, q−n√
d/eqn,−
√










q−n, q/e, qab/ce, qab/de
q1−nab/ef, qf/e, q2ab/cde
∣∣∣ q; q] .
Combing (7) with the last equation, we achieve Corollary 3 to complete the proof. 
When g = ab/e, Theorem 2 reduces to (5) under the replacement f → e. When n = 0,
Corollary 3 also reduces to (5).
Employing the substitutions a→ −b/xy, b→ −b/y, c→ bc/xy2, d→ bd/xy2, e→ b, f →
be/xy2, g → bf/xy2 in Theorem 2 and appealing to the relation:
(q/a; q)k = (−1)kq(
k+1
2 )a−k(q−ka; q)k, (8)
we obtain the following transformation formula.
Theorem 4. For max{|bcdef/qx2y4|, |bc/xy2|} < 1, there holds the seven-variable gen-
eralization of Jacobi’s triple product identity and the quintuple product identity:
∞∑
k=0















= S(x, y, b, c, d; e, f) + S(x, y, b, c, d; f, e),
where




q, qx, 1/x, e, qd/e





qy/f, qxy/f, qxy2/e, bc/xy2, be/xy2, ce/xy2, de/xy2, bdf/xy2, cdf/xy2









df/e, d, f, df/xy2, qxy2/be, qxy2/ce√
df/e,−
√





Theorem 4 contain several known results as special cases. The details are displayed as
follows:
When b, c, e→ 0, f → xy2/d, Theorem 4 reduces to [6, Theorem 3.1];
When b, e→ 0, f → xy2/d, Theorem 4 reduces to the main result of [7];
When c→ 0, e→ d, f → xy2/d, Theorem 4 reduces to [15, Theorem 6.1];
When e→ d, f → xy2/d, Theorem 4 reduces to [10, Theorem 9].
Performing the replacements a→ −b/xy, b→ −b/y, c→ bc/xy2, d→ bd/xy2, e→ b, f →
be/xy2 in Corollary 3 and utilizing (8), we get the following transformation formula.
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Corollary 5. For |bcd/xy2qn+1| < 1, there holds the seven-variable generalization of




















q, x, q/x, b, c, d, bc/xy2, bd/xy2, cd/xy2










q−n, q/b, q/c, q/d
q1−n/e, qe/xy2, q2xy2/bcd
∣∣∣ q; q] .
When n = 0, Corollary 5 also reduces to [10, Theorem 9].
A nontrivial extension of (2) due to Milne [20, Theorem 1.7] can be stated as follows.
Lemma 6. For xιyι = q
1+Nιa and |q1−Na2/bcde| < 1 with Nι ∈ N0 and N =
∑n
ι=1Nι,





a,−q√a, b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1√


















































where the multiple sum runs over m˜ = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn) ∈ Nn0 with their partial sums
denoted by Ms =
∑s
ι=1ms.
Theorem 7. For ab/xιyι = q
Nι and |cde/abqN+1| < 1 with Nι ∈ N0 and N =
∑n
ι=1Nι,
there holds the multi-variable generalization of Ramanujan’s reciprocity formula:
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and the multiple sum runs over m˜ = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn) ∈ Nn0 with their partial sums
denoted by Ms =
∑s
ι=1ms.





a,−q√a, b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1√










b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1













b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1













b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1








2/a)(1− a/b)(1− a/c)(1− a/d)(1− a/e)






(1− a/xι)(1 − a/yι)







qb/a, qc/a, qd/a, qe/a, {qxι/a, qyι/a}nι=1








Combining the last relation with Lemma 6 and then replacing respectively the parame-
ters a, b, c, d, e, {xι, yι}nι=1 by qa/b,−q/b,−qa/c,−qa/d,−qa/e, {−qa/xι,−qa/yι}nι=1, we
achieve Theorem 7 to complete the proof. 
When n = 0, Theorem 7 reduces to (5). When n = 1, Theorem 7 reduces to Corollary 3
under the replacement x1 → f,N1 → n.
Employing the substitutions a → −b/xy, b → −b/y, c → bc/xy2, d → bd/xy2, e →
b, {xι, yι}nι=1 → {bxι/xy2, byι/xy2}nι=1 in Theorem 7 and using (8), we obtain the fol-
lowing transformation formula.
Theorem 8. For xy2/xιyι = q
Nι and |bcd/xy2qN+1| < 1 with Nι ∈ N0 and N =∑n
ι=1Nι, there holds the multi-variable generalization of Jacobi’s triple product identity
and the quintuple product identity:
∞∑
k=0
(1 − q2k+1/x) (q/xy, q
−kb/y, q−kc/y, q−kd/y, {q−kxι/y, q−kyι/y}nι=1; q)k


















q, x, q/x, b, c, d, bc/xy2, bd/xy2, cd/xy2






















































where the multiple sum runs over m˜ = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn) ∈ Nn0 with their partial sums
denoted by Ms =
∑s
ι=1ms.
When n = 0, Theorem 8 reduces to [10, Theorem 9]. When n = 1, Theorem 8 reduces
to Corollary 5 under the replacement x1 → f,N1 → n.
3. A multi-variable generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral
Theorem 9. For uι/vι = q
Nι and |abcd/qN+1| < 1 with Nι ∈ N0 and N =
∑n
ι=1Nι,
there holds the multi-variable generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral:∫ pi
0
h(cos 2θ; 1)



















Ω(a, b, c, d, n),
where
































and the multiple sum runs over m˜ = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn) ∈ Nn0 with their partial sums
denoted by Ms =
∑s
ι=1ms.
Proof. Performing the replacements a → qz2, b → qz/a, c → qz/b, d → qz/c, e →
qz/d, {xι, yι}nι=1 → {qzuι, qz/vι}nι=1 in Lemma 6 and then multiplying across that equa-
tion by
(1− z2)(1 − qz2)






(1− z2)(1 − qz2)









2 z,−q 32 z, qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d, {qzuι, qz/vι}nι=1
q
1
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provided uι/vι = q
Nι and |abcd/qN+1| < 1. The expression on the left hand side of (9)
can be reformulated as
f(z) =
(1− z2)(1− qz2)











qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d, {qzuι, qz/vι}nι=1




















qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d, {qzuι, qz/vι}nι=1










(1 − z2)(1 − q2k+1z2) (qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d; q)k













(1− z−2)(1− q2k+1z−2) (q/az, q/bz, q/cz, q/dz; q)k











Therefore f(z) is regular within 0 < |z| < ∞ and can be expanded into a laurent series
at z = 0. Letting z = eiθ in (10) with θ ∈ R and then integrating f(z) over −pi ≤ θ ≤ pi,
it is not difficult to see that
∫ pi
−pi

































































Equating the last two equations, we attain Theorem 8 to finish the proof. 
When n = 0, Theorem 9 reduces to (6) exactly.
Taking n = 1 in Theorem 9, we achieve the interesting result under the replacement
v1 → u,N1 → n.
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Corollary 10. For |abcd/qn+1| < 1, there holds the generalization of the Askey-Wilson
integral:∫ pi
0
h(cos 2θ; 1)h(cos θ;uqn)











q−n, q/ad, q/bd, q/cd
q1−n/du, qu/d, q2/abcd
∣∣∣ q; q] .
Letting d→ q/a, {Nι}nι=1 → {mι}nι=1, N → m in Theorem 9, we recover the known result
due to Chu and Ma [11, Theorem 5].
Corollary 11. For uι/vι = q
mι and |bc/qm| < 1 with mι ∈ N0 and m =
∑n
ι=1mι, there
holds the integral formula:∫ pi
0
h(cos 2θ; 1)
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